It’s a very real world skill—whether it’s for their profession or just their personal life—to be able to discern what’s real, what’s not, or how two ideas can help build on one another.

Jessica Thur
English Teacher at Dutch Fork High School
South Carolina
The Turnitin Difference

Reduce copy/paste culture

Compare student work with over 70 billion current & archived web pages, the largest web coverage available.

Identify inappropriate homework collusion

82%*

Our vast database of over 1 billion student papers is 20 years in the making, allowing teachers to quickly identify improper collaboration both within and across schools.

*82% of unoriginal work matches other student papers

Built-in grammar feedback

Natural-language processing technology evaluates and highlights improvement opportunities in grammar, mechanics, usage, lexical complexity and more.

Fast, clear results

Easy-to-read Similarity Reports are available right away, assuring that students complete their work honestly while respecting teachers’ time.

Partner with us to cultivate writing excellence for all of your students.

Learn more about our full family of solutions at Turnitin.com
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